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Abstract 
Let ~1,22 . . . . .  ~,; n/>2 be any properties of graphs. A vertex (~L, ~2 . . . . .  J~,,)-partition of a 
graph G is a partition (V1, l~,...,/7,,) of V(G) such that for each i = 1,2 . . . . .  n the induced sub- 
graph G[Vi] has the property ~i. A graph G is said to be uniquely (~1,~2 . . . . .  ~,)-partitionable 
if G has unique vertex (2~1, ~2,. . . ,  ~,)-partition. In the present paper we investigate the problem 
of the existence of uniquely (~1,~2 .... , ~n)-partitionable p anar graphs for additive and hered- 
itary properties ~1, ~2,. . . ,  ~, of graphs. Some constructions and open problems are presented 
for n = 2. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction and notation 
Let us denote by J the set of  all mutually nonisomorphic finite simple graphs. If j~o 
is a proper nonempty subset of J ,  then ~ will also denote the property that a graph is 
a member of the set ~.  We shall use the terms set o f  graphs and property o f  graphs 
interchangeably. 
A property ~ of graphs is said to be hereditary i f  whenever GE.~ and H is 
a subgraph of G, then also H E ~ and additive, i f  for each graph G all of whose 
components have the property ~ it follows that G E ~ (i.e. ~ is closed under the 
disjoint union of  graphs). 
Example 1. Hereditary properties were studied intensively (see e.g. [4, 12, 15], etc.). 
Here we list some of  them. We use the notation of  [2]: 
(c = {G E J ] G is totally disconnected}, 
(~k = {G E J I each component of  G has at most k + 1 vertices}, 
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.~ = {G ~ J [ the length of the longest path in G does not exceed k}, 
~ = {G E ~[  G is k-degenerate, i.e. 6(H)<~k for every H C_ G}, 
= {G 6 J [ G contains no subdivision of K~+e or K[(~+3)/eI, r(k+31/2] },
& = {G 6 ,¢1G does not contain K~+e}. 
It is easy to see, that ~ = 91 denotes the set of all acyclic graphs, by ~2 the 
outerplanar graphs and by ~3 the set of all planar graphs are denoted. 
The set ~_a of all additive and hereditary properties of graphs partially ordered by 
set-inclusion forms a complete distributive lattice with the least element C (see [4]). 
Let us denote by c(.~) = max{k IKk+i ~ ~} so-called the completeness of the property 
(see [4, 11,12]), then we shall denote by 
- I = k} .  
Obviously C is the only element of kg, Ck, 5Pk, ~k, ~k, ~ ,  Jk  E k~. 
The ordered set (k~, c_ ) is a complete distributive sublattice of (k ~, C_ ) with least 
element Ck and greatest element Jk  (see [4]). 
Every additive and hereditary property ~ could be uniquely determined by 
the set 
F (~)  = {G E o¢ I G £ ~, but each proper subgraph H of G belongs to N} 
of its minimal forbidden subgraphs. 
For example F(C) = {K2},F(Sek)--- {Kl,k+l}, F(~k) = {Pk+2}, etc. 
Let ~1,~2 .. . . .  ~n be properties of graphs. A (vertex) (~'1,~2 .. . . .  ~n)-partition of 
a graph G is a partition (VI, V2 .... ,/In) of the vertex set V(G) such that the subgraph 
G[V/] induced by ~ has property ~i for i-- 1,2 . . . . .  n. A property ~=~l  o~2o. . .o~,  
is the set of all graphs having a (~1,~2 .. . . .  ~,)-partition. If ~l = ~2 . . . . .  ~,, = ~, 
then ~10 ~20 . . '  O ~n ~" ~n.  
A graph G is said to be uniquely (~1, ~2 .. . . .  ~n)-partitionable if any two (~1, ~2, 
.... ~n)-partitions of G induce the same partition of the vertex set V(G). The set of all 
uniquely (~l, ~2,. . . ,  ~)-Partitionable graphs will be denoted by ~/(~l o ~2 o. . .  o ~) ,  
e.g. ~//(C k) denotes the set of all uniquely k-colourable graphs (see [8,10, 11]). 
The basic properties of uniquely ~-partitionable graphs have been invistigated in 
[2, 13, 17]. The problem of existence of uniquely (~l, ~2,...,~,)-partitionable graphs 
have been studied in [1,5,7,9,14, 16]. 
In this paper we will consider uniquely (~l, ~2 .... , ~,)-partitionable planar graphs 
as a generalization f uniquely colourable planar graphs investigated in [6,8] (see [11, 
p. 48]). 
We would like to solve the following problem. 
Problem 1. Given ~1, J'2 . . . . .  ~n, n/> 2. Do there exist uniquely (~1,2~2,' ' - ,  ~n)-parti- 
tionable planar graphs? 
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In this paper we will give a complete characterization f those properties ~ of com- 
pleteness 1 (i.e. all graphs having property ,~ are K3-free) for which q/((9 o~)A  ~350. 
Our main results could be formulated as follows: 
Theorem 1. Let .~ be an additive hereditary property of completeness 1. Then there 
exists a uniquely ((9,~)-partitionable outerplanar graph G if and only !f there & a 
tree T which is forbidden for ~. 
Theorem 2. Let ~ be an additive hereditary property of completeness 1. Then there 
exists a uniquely ((9,~)-partitionable planar graph G if and only if some odd cy- 
cle C2q+1 has property ,~ or there is a bipartite planar graph H which is forbidden 
.for :~. 
Problem 2. Does Theorem 1 hold for every additive and hereditary property .~ without 
any restriction on the completeness? 
2. Preliminary results 
In [7] we proved 
Theorem 3 (Bucko et al. [7]). Uniquely ((9, ~)-partitionable graphs exist if and only 
if ~ ~ (9.~ .for any hereditary property 2. 
By the basic definitions immediately follows 
Proposition 1. If ~1 c_ ~1,~2 c_ ~2 .. . . .  ~ C_ ~t~ and a graph G has more than one 
vertex (~1,,~2 . . . . .  ~)-partition, then G has more than one vertex (~1,~2 .. . . .  -~,,)- 
partition. 
Uniquely (9~-partitionable graphs, i.e. uniquely k-colourable planar graphs have been 
investigated by Chartrand and Geller [8]. Their characterization f uniquely 3-colourable 
outerplanar graphs could be reformulated as follows: 
Proposition 2 (Chartrand and Geller [8]). Let ~1,~2 .. . . .  ~ be any additive and 
hereditary properties of graphs. Then 
1. if °~[(~l o~1 o . - .o~, )A~:~O,  then n<,3. 
2. G E o~((~, o (5 o (9) • ~ if and only if G is maximal outerplanar. 
3. °k'(~l O~20~3)f']~2 ¢0 if and only i f~ l  =~-@2 =~3 = (9. 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from the well-known fact that every outerplanar graph 
is 3-colourable. 
(2) is proved in [8, Theorem 7, p. 276]. 
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(3) If a graph G has more than one (~1,~2 .. . . .  ~n)-partition, then every spanned 
subgraph H (V(H)= V(G)) has more than one (~1,~2 . . . . .  ~n)-partition, too. Since 
every maximal outerplanar graph G possesses a 3-colouring (V1, V2, V3) and a vertex 
v of deg c v = 2, then, without loss of generality, vE V3 implies (V~ U {v},/:2, V3 - {v}) 
and (V1, V2 U {v}, V3 - {v}) to be different ((991, (9, (9)-partitions of G. Thus, every out- 
erplanar graph G has at least three different (Cl, (9, (9)-partitions. Because of (91 is the 
smallest element of l_ a - {(9}, by Proposition 1 and by (2) an outerplanar graph G is 
uniquely (~1, ~2, ~3)-partitionable if and only if ~l = ~2 = ~3 = (9 and G is maximal 
outerplanar. [] 
A similar result holds for planar graphs: 
Proposition 3. Let ~l,  ~2 .... , ~, be any additive and hereditary properties of graphs. 
Then 
1. ~(~lo~2 o . . .o~, )n~3~O,  then n<~4. 
2. ~(~i~l 0~20~30~4)f"1~3 ~0 ifandonly /f~l =~2=~3 =~4=(9. 
Proof. (1) follows from the Four Colour Theorem. 
(2) The existence of uniquely 4-colourable graphs is known (see [8]). Let G be 
a planar graph and (V l, V2, V3, V4) be a 4-colouring of G. By the well-known Euler 
formula G has a vertex v of degree at most 5. Without loss of generality let v E/:1. 
Then there exists a j E {2, 3, 4} such that v has at most one neighbour in Vj. Say j = 2, 
then (Vl - {v}, V2 U {v},/:3, V4) and (V1, V2,/:3, V4) are two different vertex (CI, (9, (9, (9)- 
partitions of G and analogously as in the proof of Proposition 2, if G is uniquely 
(~l, ~2, ~3, N4)-partitionable, then ~l -- ~2 = ~3 = ~4 = (9). [] 
To prove our main results, we shall use the construction formulated in the following. 
The symbol G + H will denote the join of G and H, consisting of union of disjoint 
graphs G and H, and all edges joining V(G) with V(H). 
Lemma 1. I f  F (~)  contains a star Kl.k+l, k~> 1, then there exists a uniquely ((9,~)- 
partitionable outerplanar graph G. 
ProoL Let H be a graph consisting of k + 1 disjoint copies of K2. Then it is easy to 
see that G=KI +HEq/ ( (9o~)NJ2~0.  [] 
Lemma 2. I f  c (~)= 1 and F (~)  contains a tree T then there exists a uniquely 
((9, ~ )-partitionable outerplanar graph G, i.e. ql( C o ~ ) n 3-2 ¢ O. 
Proof. Let the maximum degree A(T) of the tree TcF(~)  be A(T)=s,  s~>2, and 
the radius rad(T) of the tree T be rad(T)=r,  r~> 1. To construct the uniquely ((9,5~) - 
partitionable graph G we will use the outerplanar graph L(s), s>~2, obtained from 
the disjoint union of the complete graph K2, V(K2)= {x,y} and the path P4s-7 with 
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VI V3 v~ V2~.3 V2s.i V2,,l 
L(s) 
Fig. 1. The graph L(s). 
Y 
v4,7 
?< 
4,2 
g 0 
Fig. 2. The graph G. 
V(P4s- 7 ) z { u i ' 02 . . . . .  V2s -3  . . . . .  ~)4s-7  } by adding new edges xvi, i = 1,2 . . . . .  2s - 3 and 
yvj, j -- 2s - 3 . . . . .  4s - 7 (see Fig. 1 ). 
In the next we will call the vertices v2i i, i = 1,2 . . . .  2s - 3, of L(s) 'odd'  vertices 
of L(s). 
We shall distinguish two cases: 
1. First, let us consider the case that T is a double star. (By a double star Sk~,k~, 
kt ~>k2 ~> 1 we mean the tree consisting of two adjacent vertices vl,v2 with degrees 
degvl =kt  + 1, degv2 =k2 + 1 and kl +k2 leaves of degree 1.) 
Let us construct he graph G taking (k~ + l )  disjoint copies of  L(k2 + 1), add a new 
vertex Vo and all edges joining Vo with vertices x and y of each copy of  L(k2 + 1 ) 
(for $4,2 see Fig. 2). 
It is easy to see that Vo and all 'odd'  vertices of the copies of  L(k2 + 1 )'s form the 
only independent set of  vertices in G such that its complement induces a subgraph 
without Sk,,k2. 
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T s=3, r=3 
Fig. 3. The graph G. 
2. Thus, we can assume that all double stars have property ~.  For i = 1,2 . . . . .  q q = 
[r/21 , let the graph Hi consists of the disjoint union of s (s -  1 )i-1(2 s _ 3)i-1 copies 
of L(s), put Ho=-Kl, V(Kl)={Vo}. Let the graph G be formed by the disjoint 
union of the graphs Hi, i=0 ,  1,2 . . . . .  q and by new edges joining Vo E V(Ho) with 
the vertices x, y of s copies of L(s) of Hi and edges joining every 'odd' vertex of 
Hi with vertices x,y  of / /+1,  i=  1 . . . . .  q -  1, such that every 'odd' vertex of Hi 
is joint with s - 1 mutually disjoint copies of L(s) of the graph/-/~+1 (see Fig. 3). 
Since every block of  G is outerplanar, G is outerplanar, too. 
To show that G is uniquely ((9, ~)-partitionable it is enough to observe that in every 
((9,~)-partition (V1, V2) of G the vertex v0 of H0 must be in the independent set Vl 
(otherwise V2 induces a subgraph containing T) forcing the unique ((9,~)-partition 
of V(G) with the independent set consisting of the Vo E V(Ho) and 'odd' vertices of 
Hi, i= 1,2 . . . . .  q. [] 
Lemma 3. I f  there is an odd cycle C2q+l belonging to ~ with c(~)  = 1, then the odd 
wheel K1 + C2q+1 E all((9 o ~)  N 3-3. 
ProoL Let (V1, V2) be a vertex ((9,~)-partition OfKl ~-C2q+l. I f  [Vl] and [V2] = C2q+1, 
then we have a ((9,~)-partition. Otherwise, if the vertex v of K1 belongs to V2, [V2] 
must contain a K3, a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 4. Let H be a connected bipartite plane graph. Then there exists a plane 
graph G(H) satisfy&g the following conditions: 
1. V (G)= V(H)UZ;  Z={Zl,Z2 . . . . .  zk}, k~>l; 
2. E (G)=E(H)UF  so that every edge of  F joins a vertex of  H with a new vertex zi. 
3. The neighborhood of  zi is connected for every zi, 1 <. i <~ k. 
4. Every v C V(H) is adjacent to at least one new vertex zi. 
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5. Vi 3j, j< i  so that there is an edge uvEE(H)  with {u,v} C N(zi)ON(z/) .  
6. zl is adjacent to all vertices of the exterior face of H; 
7. if (Vi, V2) is a (C,C)-colouring of H, then G[ZU ~] is a tree. 
Proof. 
1. If H is a tree, the proof is complete. Z = {zl } and F = {vzl ] v E V(H)}. 
2. Assume there is a counterexample concerning the above lemma. Let H* be such a 
counterexample with the smallest number of edges and faces. Clearly, H* has more 
than one face and H* is 2-connected (otherwise we can find the desired construction 
for each block of  H*).  The exterior face of  H* is denoted by E in the following. 
Let us choose a face F with the following property: F A E is connected with at 
least 2 vertices (there exist at least two such faces). 
Remove an edge uv ofF  N E. Furthermore remove successively all vertices of degree 
1. The new graph H ~ is a connected bipartite plane graph and has obviously one face 
fewer than H*. Following, there exists a graph G = G(H I) satisfying the conditions 
of  the lemma. Now, we distinguish two cases: 
(a) All vertices of the boundary of  F belong to the exterior face of H*. Let w 
be the neighbor of  the last removed vertex (the root of the removed vertices). 
In this case embed the removed vertices and edges in a face incident with the 
edge zlw 6 E(G) and join zl with all these vertices. 
(b) There are vertices of the boundary of  F which do not belong to the exterior 
face of  H*. Now, we construct G(H*). Let be given an (C, C)-partition of H* 
into the classes V1, V2. 
Inside the faces of  H* except F and the exterior face we have the same con- 
struction as in G(H~). Rename the vertices zi of G(H') for all 2<~i<~k to zi~, 
(s will be determine later) in G(H*)). Delete all edges incident with zl in 
G(H') and join Zl with all vertices on the boundary of  the exterior face of H*. 
Now, consider the boundary of  F. Let Vl . . . . .  vr be the path belonging to E • F 
and ul . . . . .  ut the vertices (the path) of F which does not belong to E (t = 0 is 
possible). 
Furthermore, assume that vl is adjacent o ul and v,. is adjacent o ut. 
Notice please that vl, ul . . . . .  ut, vr were adjacent o zl in G(H:) whereas v2 . . . . .  
vr-1 did not exist. Now, vl,v2 . . . . .  vr are adjacent to zl whereas the edges 
between ul . . . . .  ut and zl are deleted. 
Case (a). One of the vertices vl and v,. belongs to V1, w.l.o.g, assume v,. belongs to 
Vi. Insert a new vertex z2 into the face F and join it with the vertices v2, vt, ul . . . . .  ut, v,.. 
Put s = 1. 
Assume, the new vertex z2 creates a cycle in G(H*)[ZU/:2]. Because of the construc- 
tion it follows that a corresponding cycle (containing zl ) exists in G(H~), a contradic- 
tion to the properties of  G(H'). 
Case (b). Both vertices belong to V2. 
Insert two new vertices z2 and z3 into the face F. Join z2 with v2, vl, ul . . . . .  uf. Join z3 
with v,._ 1, v,-, ut. Notice please that in this case r - 1 ~> 2 holds. Put s = 2. 
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z ~ Z ~  ......... 
Fig. 4. Graph H. 
/ 
Fig. 5. Graph G. 
It is not hard to see that there is no cycle in G(H*)[Z U V2] created by z2 and z3 
because otherwise there would be a cycle in G(HI), a contradiction. 
The construction for the graph H to be a cube is in Fig. 4. [] 
Lemma 5. Let ~ ¢ L a be property with c (~)  = 1 such that there exists a bipartite 
planar 9raph H E F(~) .  Then there is a 9raph G E ql((9 o ~)  N J-3. 
Proof. If H is a tree then a uniquely (Co~)-partitionable graph G E J3 could be 
constructed by Lemma 2. Hence we may assume that every tree T has property ~. 
Now let us construct he plane graph G* in the following way. 
Let us take two disjoint copies G1, G2 of the plane graph G constructed by Lemma 4. 
Let G2 be embedded into the exterior egion of Gl and add three new edges zlz ~, z~v 2
and zZvll, where vii and v~ are vertices of H incident with the exterior region of G, 
and G2, respectively; see Fig. 5. 
Let (WIIi, W2 ') be a 2-colouring of Hi, i=  1,2; without loss of generality suppose 
v i, E WI i, i= 1,2. 
Let us consider the partition (Vl*, V2* ) of V(G*) defined by V1* = Wi 1 U Wl2; V2* = 
V(G*) - VI*. By condition (vii) of Lemma 4 (VI*, V2* ) is a (C,~)-partition of G*, 
since G*[V2* ] is a tree. 
To prove that (VI*, V2* ) is the unique (C,~)-partition of G*, let us consider any 
((9,~)-partition of G* say (Vl, V2). If either z I or z~ belongs to V1, then with respect 
to the conditions (5) and (6) of Lemma 4 all vertices of the corresponding copy Hi 
of H have to be in V2, which is a contradiction. Thus z~,z 2¢ V2 and starting with 
the triangles zlz I2-1-vli and z1~1-1-2"2Vl, the conditions (3),(4),(5) and (7) of Lemma 4 force 
~=w,~u~2=~ *. [] 
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3. Proofs of main results 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since every outerplanar graph contains a vertex of degree at 
most 2, by induction on the number of vertices it is easy to see, that every outerplanar 
graph G has at least two different (d~, @l )-partitions of V(G) and by Proposition 1 
also at least two (G,~)-partitions for ~_D~I. This fact implies o#( (9o?2)G~-(b  
for every ~ D ~t.  On the other hand, if there is a tree T E F (~)  and c(.~)= 1, by 
Lemma 2 ~( (9o~)N~¢0,  completing the proof of Theorem 1. E] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let ~ be an additive hereditary property of completeness 1. If 
there exists an odd cycle C2q+1 E~,  then by Lemma 3 we have '~/(G'o:~)n,f~ ¢ 0. 
Thus we can assume that every odd cycle is forbidden for ~ i.e. 52 c ~2. 
Now we shall distinguish two cases: 
1. F (~)  contains no planar bipartite graph, i.e. every planar, bipartite graph H belongs 
to ~. 
In this case if (Vi, V2) is a vertex (~, ~)-partition of a planar graph G and (U1, U2 ) is 
a 2-colouring of G[V2]E~C_£ ~2, then (U1,VIUU2) and (U:,VIUUI) are 
(6', ?2)-partitions of G implying ~Y(~ o 2 )  C? Y3 = ~. 
2. There is a planar bipartite graph H belonging to F(~) .  
Then by Lemma 5 there exists a graph G* E ~//(~c o .~) G J3,~ 
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